
In our midterm project we created a proof of concept for 
using a solar panel to charge a battery and simultaneously 
sense light levels. For our final, we will build on our 
previous findings and develop a functional prototype (1.0) 
for solar-powered Botanicalls.



GOALS:

-devise a "last gasp" method for battery monitoring

-create a circuit to trigger this method

-evaluate solar panels for outdoor lighting

-evaluate solar panels for indoor lighting situations 



Estimated current draw for Botanicalls:
 Radio on: 109mA
 Radio off: 15mA

Daily use: 
 Radios are on for 30 seconds per contact (max)
 24 data uploads per day
 Average of 4 phone calls in an active day
 Max of 30 phone calls per day (!)
 So 14 minutes on an average day
 ...and 27 minutes on a maximum day
 
  24 hours * 60 minutes = 1440 minutes
  23.75 @ 15mA = 356mAh
  .25 @ 109mA = 27mAh

 Average Day = 383mAh @ 5.5V
 (Max Day = 353 + 55 = 408mAh @ 5.5V)

Calculating Botanicalls Power Consumption



Source: 	 	 	 	 	 	 Sparkfun
Size:       2.1x1.9”
Panel open circuit voltage: 		 2.2V
with DC/DC voltage boost:	 3.3V
	 ITP (east windows):	 	 3.35V
Short circuit current:	 	 	 80mA
	 ITP (east windows):	 	 ?mA

“Little guy”



“Grid Guys”

Source: 	 	 	 	 	 Sundance Solar
Size:      2x2”
Open circuit voltage: 		 3.6V each
	 Grid expected:	 	 7.2V
	 Grid at ITP:	 	 	 4.5V
Short circuit current:	 	 50mA each
	 Grid expected:	 	 100mA
	 Grid at ITP:	 	 	 140mA



“Big Dude”

Source: 	 	 	 	 	 Sparkfun
Size:      7x4.5”
Open circuit voltage: 		 8V
	 Sparkfun (outside):	 9.15V
	 ITP (east windows):	 8.82V
Short circuit current:	 	 310mA
	 Sparkfun (outside):	 280mA
	 Sparkfun (inside):		 110mA
	 ITP (east windows):	 112mA



Outdoors:
 expectations based upon specs

and online calculators

“BIG DUDE”:

Rated at 8 Volts and 310mA short-
circuit. It should produce 182mA at 
3.3 Volts.

Again, 25% of that per day, since 
we're not aiming directly at the sun.

Results: 45mAh over an average of 
circa 10 hours so 450mAh.

This is just enough to keep our 
system running. The big panel will 
work, and better if we can aim it 
towards the sun.

“LITTLE GUY”:

Should produce 40mA at 1.2 Volts 
(nominal voltage of the rechargeable 
battery).

Let's say then that we're looking at 
25% of that per day, since we're not 
aiming it at the sun. 

Results: 10mAh over an average of 
circa 10 hours so 100mAh.

This is not enough to keep our system 
running for more than a few hours. 
The small panel won't cut it. 



Battery Monitoring

R1 = 100K
R2 = 340K
R3 = N/A



Botanicalls circuit with battery monitoring:

Maxim 8211





text message
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WORKING CIRCUIT:



CONCLUSIONS:

-"last gasp" method works & is robust

-8211 circuit works but still offers mystery

-small panels are inappropriate for indoor lighting

-outdoors direct sun can power Botanicalls


